alloy spacers for vertical
adjustment of chassis

rear axle with 3 bearing
housings

unrotatable silent block
carrier

steering arm made of highgrade alloy steel

weight adjusting system
30 kg (optional)

TÜV approved and
certified safety

The evolution is one step forward
RIMO presents the EVO5. Technically completely recovered and trend-setting new design,
RIMO created an absolutely high-class rental-kart. Strong and athletic appearance with
an impressing dynamic the EVO5 rapidly surpasses all its predecessors.
Quality and safety - as it has always been RIMO´s priority - is written with capital letters, of course.
The EVO5 is setting an evolutionary accent in the sector of rental karts, which is hard to be surpassed.

EVO5 - the new evolution is coming!
Frame:

31,8 mm frame made with special alloy
and heat-threated for strength and longevity

Drive Shaft:

30 mm rear axle with 3 bearing housings
for easy mounting of rear axle

Brakes:

Drive:

ergonomically positioned
steering wheel

ergonomic
steering wheel

gas re-equipment

Mechanical break with double-safety
pulley system or hydraulic (optional)
Chain 1/2 inch Transmission
drivebelt (option)

Engine:

Honda GX 160 4.0 KW (5.5 HP)
Honda GX 200 4.8 KW (6.5 HP)
Honda GX 200 6.25 KW (8.5 HP)
Honda GX 270 6.6 KW (9.0 HP)
Honda GX 270 9.5 KW (13.0 HP)

Weight:

108 kg (EVO5 standard)

L/W/H:

1880mm / 1300mm / 600mm

quick release fastener
(undetachable)

height adjustable chassis

hydraulic brake

CrMo-double tube surroundbum-

front rubber bumper

with alloy spacers (± 13 mm)

(option)

per fixed on rubber

(option)

pedal extention (option)

donuts all around

special, adjustable upper
bearing for steering shaft

improved control arm
(spindle) with reinforced
inner-bearing. Height
adjustable (individual for
every track) for
amount of grip

(option)
chassis-identification number
reinforced side wings

plastic surround bumper or

DUNLOP tires on single part

plastic bound to supply the

aluminum wheels

standard bumper(option)

(other types possible)

gas cable protection
ergonomically positioned
chain/drive-belt cover

steering wheel

in aluminium

individual bodyworkdesign
(option)

extra surround protection
tube for engine

fuel tank - side mounted,
extra protection for tank
weight adjusting system

Honda engine series GX
(5.5/6.5/8.5/9.0/13 HP)

max. 30kg (option)
RIMO premium
steering wheel
centrically arranged steering

cover for engine

posts in front of seat

and gear box

gas cap integrated

new special bearings for

fuel level control

rear axle (option)

brake disc protection (option), 2-piston

unrotatable silent

hydraulic brake, self adjustable (option),

block carrier

brake pad quick release

HJS - silencer

axle-cover with 4
undetachable quick
release fastener

extra surround protection tube
for axle cover, converter
and rear wheels
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